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Report: 
 
The cellular metabolism of plant organs is the basis for cell maintenance, growth, reproduction and 
adaptation. Metabolic processes require the supply of chemical compounds to and from cells. Our 
understanding of the exchange mechanisms critically depends on insights in the structural arrangement of 
cells and tissues in plant organs. Here we show for the first time using synchrotron X-ray computed 
tomography how pome fruit tissues are spatially organized to facilitate or impede gas exchange (Figure 1). 
We visualize 3D networks of gas-filled intercellular spaces in apple and pear fruit that provide the main 
routes for exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide with the environment. The differences in void dimensions 
and connectivity between tissues and fruits help explain imbalances in gas exchange that may result in 
internal disorders and structural degradation. In terms of facilitating gas exchange, the ingenious network 
pattern of the voids in pears is by far not effective to compensate for the large size and volume fraction 
difference with the unconnected void structure we find in apple. The partial breakdown of such networks 
would quickly lead to an internal gas imbalance. We also show for the first time that tomography with 
synchrotron radiation, operated in phase-contrast mode, is able to visualize the 3D geometry of individual 
cells of biological tissues with high water content with submicron voxel resolution. The achievement of high-
resolution 3D microstructural properties of cells and tissues is an important breakthrough for the study of 
exchange mechanisms in plant materials. In addition to gas exchange, the results will benefit the study of 
water relations and mechanics of plants. 
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Figure 1. 3D rendering of the void network of apple (a) and pear (b) fruit cortex. The marked components are 
the intercellular void spaces (int) and the brachysclereids (bra). While the voids between apple parenchyma 
are large and form an incompletely connected network, those of  pear are very small and form a complete 
network throughout the cortex sample without preferential direction. 
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